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In this research we search for a functional dependence between the occurrence of
forest fires in the USA and the factors which characterize the solar activity. For
this purpose we used several methods (R/S analysis, Hurst index) to establish potential links between the influx of some parameters from the Sun and the occurrence of forest fires with lag of several days. We found evidence for a connection
and developed a prognostic scenario based on the adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system technique. This scenario allows the prediction between 79-93% of
forest fires.
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Introduction

Forest fires are an important ecological problem, particularly because of the fact that
adequate prevention measures do not exist. In essence, the ability to prevent the spread of the
fire is based on reactions to the occurrence of fire. Indeed, there is no consensus on the origin
of many forest fires. The analysis of the Food and Agricultural Organization data showed that
in Europe for the period 1999-2001 there were 42.7% of the cases for which the causes were
not established [1].
The sources from which the data were downloaded for this study (the number of
fires in the USA) indicate that all fires occurred either by human activity (85.5%) or a lightning strike (14.5%). It is obvious that the precipitation quantity in such situations defines
whether the fire would spread or be extinguished, since lightning is mostly followed by precipitation [2]. It seems that the lack of more detailed studies on this theme does not offer the
strong enough support to understand the question to what extent electric discharges participate
in the initial phase of the fire phenomenon. As Hall points out From 1990 to 1998, over
17,000 naturally ignited wildfires were observed in Arizona and New Mexico on US federal
land during the fire season of April through October. Lightning strikes associated with these
fires accounted for less than 0.35% of all recorded cloud-to-ground lightning strikes… [3].
––––––––––––––
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On the other hand, in the period 1961-1993 in mixed forests of Alberta, Canada,
67.6% of fires were caused by thunder strike [4]. It has been suggested that in western Siberia
almost all fires are caused by thunder strike [5]. Beside different temporal intervals of data
processing, the ranges of impacts of lightening on forest burning are therefore at least contradictory. Data on lightning strikes as the cause are also contradictory. The percentages range
from 0.35% in the case of Arizona and New Mexico to almost 100% in western Siberia.
With this in mind the results [6] put forward the „heliocentric hypothesis” that those
forest fires without established causes are caused by a burning plant mass under the action of
charged particles that come to us from the Sun. The authors suggested that the occurrence of
the fire should be preceded by and correlated with a sudden influx of the mentioned particles
toward our planet. We found evidence for correlations between the sudden influx of charged
particles and the occurrence of large forest fires with a delay of one to four days.
Data and methods

The decision to test the heliocentric hypothesis especially in the case of the USA was
made due to the availability of data on fires in a relatively large area and on a daily basis. The
study comprised the period from May to October in each of the years 2004-2007. The data on
forest fires are retrieved from [7]. The data on the number of new small fires, F small, as well as
the new large fires F large were used. According to this source, large (significant) fires are those
that exceed 300 acres in grass and brush fuels and 100 acres in timber fuels. The data on the
flow of protons, electrons and solar flux are retrieved from [8]. The data on the solar wind speed
[kms–1] are retrieved from [9], wherein the maximum values were used on a daily basis.
The values F large and F small are taken to be the output variables for this research. The
input parameters (as the indicators of the conditionally said solar activity) were selected as
factors Xi (i = 1 … 7): the flow of protons: >1 MeV – X1, >10 MeV – X2, and >100 MeV – X3;
the flow of electrons: >0.6 MeV – X4 and >2 MeV – X5; the 10.7 cm solar flux – X6; and the
solar wind speed –X7 [10]. It is important to note that the data related to the solar activity are
downloaded from the Advanced composition explorer satellite. Previous research has indicated that in certain situations there is some causality between the abrupt influx of protons and/or
electrons and the occurrence of fire on relatively large areas [11-13]. Bearing in mind that
some areas may or may not be under the influence of both charged particles, X6 and X7 were
selected as the general indicators of the solar activity. The studied period refers to the last
phase of the solar cycle 23 [14]. Already in April of the following 2008, the solar activity was
at a minimum, so that in this way we wanted to look at a situation for which we can say that is
characterized by a continuous downward solar activity in the aforementioned cycle.
As it can be seen in figs. 1(a) and (b), a cyclical occurrence of fires for F small and
large
F
can be observed. Time series which have been corrected for this seasonal component are
shown on panels (c) and (d). Here one can see that sudden outbreaks of fires are observed during the studied period. Therefore a decomposition of the time series F small and F large should be
used by applying an additive model. The additive model of the time series in our case is:

F small(large) = T small(large) + S small(large) + F small(large)
small(large)

(1)

where the trend component is T
, i. e. long-term change course of the number of small
(large) fires; seasonal component of the number of small (large) fires is S small(large), which is
associated with the temperature increase (decrease) within a year with influence on the appearance of forest fires; irregular component is F small(large), which is related with some other
factors, for example the solar activity is computed, respectively, as:
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Figure 1. Number of large (a), (c) and small (b), (d) fires. Real data (a), (b), and data with the seasonal
component removed (c), (d)
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T small(large) = t j small(large)
S small(large) = s j small(large)

F small(large) = f j small(large)

(2)
(3)
(4)

where n is the quantity of observations, in our case 710 (days of the period from May to October in each of the years 2004 to 2007); t j small(large) , s j small(large) , and f j small(large) are the components of time series.
By removing seasonal and trend components from the initial time series we prepared the time series to research the solar activity influence on the appearance of small and
large forest fires [15]. We used the classical method of seasonality indexes in order to filter
out the seasonal component [16]. The technique of removing the seasonal component is the
following:
Step 1. Smoothing of time series F small and F large using a simple moving average.
Step 2. Calculation of seasonal component S small(large) through two sub-steps:
– Finding the centered moving average. This step is necessary because of shifting of the obtained values of the moving average relatively to the real values of time series.
– The calculation of the correctional coefficient which provides that the sum of all seasonal
indexes equals zero, i. e. the seasonal effects for the entire annual cycle cancel each other
for the additive model.
The values of the seasonal component, obtained in such a way, represent the ratio of
the number of fires in a given day of the year to the average number of fires per year and thus
receive either positive or negative values.
Step 3. Removing of the seasonal component from the original time series, using
eqs. (1) and (3), can be written:

F̂ small(large) = F small(large) − S small(large) = T small(large) + F small(large)

(5)
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In this way we obtained the
time series of the number of the forest
fires without seasonality impacts.
Step 4 Least square method was
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
used
for removing the trend compoF0large –0.02 0.01 0.00 0.04 –0.02 –0.15 0.05
nent from the F̂ small(large) [17]. This is
F1large –0.04 –0.03 –0.01 0.02 –0.04 –0.16 0.04
done in order to isolate the occasional
large
component F small(large) used for the
F2
–0.04 –0.02 –0.02 0.00 –0.02 –0.17 0.02
identification of the functional deF3large –0.04 –0.03 –0.03 –0.01 –0.02 –0.18 0.02
pendence between the solar activity
F4large –0.05 –0.03 –0.03 –0.01 –0.02 –0.18 0.02
and the forest fires appearance.
large
To test the heliocentric hypothF5
–0.02 –0.02 –0.02 0.01 –0.04 –0.19 0.02
esis,
the correlation analysis was
F0small –0.02 –0.01 –0.01 0.03 –0.02 0.09 –0.04
made between the factors Xi (i = 1 …
7) and the number of fires taking into
F1small 0.01 0.01 –0.01 0.00 –0.02 0.09 –0.03
account time delay (lag) between the
F2small –0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 –0.01 0.07 –0.03
onset of fires and solar activity. The
F3small –0.04 –0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.07 –0.02
results of this analysis are shown in
small

the tab. 1.
F4
–0.05 –0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.07 –0.07
As it can be seen, any correlaF5small –0.03 –0.03 –0.02 0.00 0.03 0.05 –0.07
tion coefficient is not higher than 0.2.
It means that there are no linear relationships between mentioned factors. Therefore it is necessary to apply the methods of non-linear analysis to test the hypothesis of a functional relationship between the onset of fires and solar activity.
Table 1. Pair correlation coefficients between input factors
Xi (i = 1 … 7) and output time series FLsmall(large) for
variables with time lag L = 0, 5

R/S analysis

For determination of the degree of randomness for time series of input and output
parameters, the R/S analysis was conducted [18-20]. The R/S analysis enables to determine
whether the time series are stochastic ones or they have long-terminal correlation (longterminal memory). To do this, the following equation was solved for each of the factors [21]:

R
= cn H
S

(6)

where R/S is the normalized magnitude, i. e. the scope of partial sums of deviations of time
series from its average, scaled by the standard deviation, c is constant, and H is the Hurst index, eq. (13).
We solved this equation for each of the input factors Хі and output time series F large
small

. Here we have shown only the solution for F large. For other time series, the proand F
cess was the same.
At first, the initial time series F large with length n was transformed into a sequence:

 f j large
F =
 large
 f j −1



=j

(7)
1, n −1

After that, investigated time series were divided into number A of contiguous subperiods with length l. Each sub-period has been marked as La, a = 1, A, and each element of the
sub-period f(a–1)l+k, k = 1, l. Then for each sub-period the average meaning was determined:
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1 l
∑ f(a −1)l + k
l k =1

(8)

and the scope of accumulated sums in terms of each sub-period was calculated:

(

)

(

)

 
 
  l
  l
=
R a max a   ∑ f ( a −1)l + k − f a   − min a   ∑ f ( a −1)l + k − f a  
=
 
 
  k 1 =
  k 1
a
Standard deviation S for each sub-period was defined as:

(

1 l
∑ f(a −1)l + k − f a
l k =1

=
Sa

)

2

(9)

(10)

and each scope of accumulated sums Ra was normalized by dividing with corresponding (11).
Then the average value (R/S)l for length l was obtained:
1
R
  =
S
A
 l

A

Ra

∑ Sa

(11)

a =1

Increasing the length of sub-periods l to integer (n – 1)/2 and calculating for all of
them (R/S)l, the Hurst index, Hl, was determined by solving the simple least-squares linear regression equation using logarithmic transformation:
 R  
(12)
log   =
  log(c) + H l log(l )
  S l 
The value of the Hurst index can be interpreted as follows:
– if H = 0.5, time series are stochastic (white noise),
– if 0.5 < H < 1, time series own property of persistence, i. e. time series has long-memory
effect (black noise); this means that it is more probable that a decreasing time series will
continue to decrease in future. In theory, the trend at a particular point in time affects the
remainder of the time series, and
– if 0 < H < 0.5, time series own property of antipersistence, i. e. time series changes their
trajectory faster than in case of stochastic process (pink noise); this means that it is more
probable that a decreasing time series will show an increasing trend in future [21].
The usage of persistence or antipersistence property of the time series allows forecasting of the research process development in a relatively simple way on the base of its history.
On the basis of the Hurst exponent, it is possible to calculate another indicator, fractal dimension, defined as:
(13)
D= 2 − H
A fractal dimension shows us how a detail in a pattern (strictly speaking, a fractal
pattern) changes with the scale at which it is measured. The results of these calculations are
shown in the tab. 2. As it can be seen, the Hurst index for X1 – X5 variables is closer to value
0.5. It means that these variables describe some stochastic processes.
Table 2. Results of R/S analysis for time series
Variable
Hurst index

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

F small

F large

0.58

0.56

0.49

0.56

0.55

0.92

0.69

0.72

0.93
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On the contrary, the Hurst index that is within 0.69-0.72 for X7, F small and 0.92-0.93
for X6, F large shows the dependence of the dynamics of these factors on their values in previous periods. The value of the Hurst index for X6, X7, F small, and F large means that these processes are fractals and the classical linear statistics cannot be used to research such time series. The similarity of the fractal dimensions, eq. (13), for X7 – F small and X6 – F large means
existence of the same rules of changing for such time series with scaling. That allows us to
conclude that the dynamics of these time series is heavily depended on the same factors or on
each other [22].
The ANFIS models

Adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system (ANFIS) is a kind of neural network that
is based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference system. Since it integrates both neural networks
and fuzzy logic principles, it has potential to capture the benefits of both in a single framework. Its inference system corresponds to a set of fuzzy IF–THEN rules that have learning
capability on large databases to approximate non-linear functions [23, 24]. These methods are
well examined not only in the natural sciences, but also in some social sciences [25]. Hence,
ANFIS can be used to test our hypothesis.
In general form the problem is reduced to finding the dependence in the form:
M small(large) : X1 × ... × X 7 → F small(large)

(14)

For this task, taking into account the lag, two training sets in the form of corteges
were created:

{
={

Tr small =

x1, j − L , ..., x7, j − L , f jsmall

Tr large

x1, j − L , ..., x7, j − L , f jlarge

}
}

(15)

j =1, n

(16)

j =1, n

where L is the lag, and xi , j – the normalized components of Xi time series, or:
xi , j =

xi , j − min( X i )

(17)

max( X i ) − min( X i )

The necessity of normalization of the all input parameters values is caused by significant difference between the absolute max-min values of the component input vectors that can
vary between one to five orders of magnitude (for example: X1 and X6). There are observed
very large difference between absolute values of different input vectors too. For example,
max(X4) – max(X6) ≈ 1011, min(X4) – min(X6) ≈ 108 (tab. 3). Computer calculation without
normalization can create big rounding mistakes, which completely neutralizes the objectivity
of the ANFIS model [26-36].
Table 3. Statistical characteristic of input and output parameters
X1
max
min
Average
Average of X i

X2

X3

X4

X5

1,100,000,000 74,000,000 500,000 180,000,000,000 9,300,000,000

F small F large

X6

X7

175

1,005

996

32

55,000

11,000

2,100

230,000,000

650,000

65

276

–121

–12

8,523,106

404,424

5,487

21,438,042,254

182,332,930

87

478

144

4

0.008

0.005

0.007

0.118

0.020

0.200

0.276

–

–
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For determination of the lag between the events 6 ANFIS models for small and 6
small(large)
ones for large forest fires for L = 0.5, f jANFIS
= M small(large)
( x1, j − L , ..., x7, j − L ) were creatL
ed. For this, all input parameters were presented as linguistic variables. Since the non-linear dependence is present, each of linguistic variables was identified by non-linear Gauss terms. Test
calculations showed that the optimal count was 3 Gauss terms for each Xi (21 terms for each
model). If only two Gauss terms were used, we obtained non-objective models. If Gauss terms
are bigger than 3, the numbers of empirical parameters exceed the volume of the training dataset. The Sugeno function of zero order was selected as a method of output fuzzy system.
The hybrid method that integrates back-propagation method with the least squares
method was used as a method of learning. As a result the productive knowledge bases that
contained 6 561 fuzzy rules were obtained.
Results

A correlation analysis between the time series F small(large) and M small(large)
was provided for
L
the determination of the time lag between the onset of forest fires and solar activity (fig. 2).
As it can be seen from fig. 2, there are
peaks for lag 1 and 4 in large fires case. This
means that there is nearly 1 or 4 days and nights
delay from the solar activity and large forest fires
caused by it. Similar situation is observed for
small fires. The maximum correlation is observed for lag 0 and 3 days. On the other hand, Figure 2. Dependence of correlation
differences between correlation coefficients are coefficient F small(large) and M small(large)
not big. Therefore hypothesis about lag depend- on lag L
ences should be checked by the comparative
analysis of a coincidences number of small and large forest fires for real data and models (fig.
3). Also, false peaks and difference in the amplitudes should be analysed.
As it can be seen from the figures, the models based on hybrid neural-networks give
the possibility to explain the main solar activity of either large or small forest fires. Almost
every peak on the model graph corresponds to the peak in the graph of real fires. This indicates the adequacy of models.
To check the accuracy, the comparative analysis between a number of real fires
flashes, peaks in figs. 3(a) and (d), and flashes predicted by models, peaks on figs. 3(b), (c),
(e), and (f), have been provided. The two cases were examined:
– the flash of the fires, predicted by the model, will occur in the same day, and
– the flash of the fires, predicted by the model, will be observed ±1 day.
The results of this analysis are shown in tab. 4.
As it can be seen from tab. 4, the model is able to predict a relatively good proportion of fires within one day. The biggest accuracy of the small fires prediction is observed for
lags 3 and 2 (the same value for lag 5), and for large fires lags 1 and 2 (column 4). ANFIS
models can predict around 39% of small fires and 36% of large fires with same day accuracy.
But this accuracy is much bigger when a delay of one day is allowed. For example 87% of
small fires (for lag 2) and 93% of large fires (for lag 1) can be predicted by these models (column 8). Some peaks in fig. 3 of real fires that are less than 21% (100%-column 8 – right) are
not explained by designed models.
L
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Figure 3. Comparison of modelling results with real data for a number of fires: small fires – (a) – real
data, (b) – model data (lag = 0), (c) – model data (lag = 3); large fires – (d) – real data, (e) – model data
(lag = 1), (f) – model data (lag = 4) (for color image see journal web-site)

It should be noted that the model with the accuracy of 1 day prediction predicts on
average 60-65% of the cases of false flashes. These false predictions are observed for both
large and small fires. More important information is how many there are real fires flashes that
the model failed to predict. To test it we counted the number of cases where on the graph of
real fires the peaks were observed and on the modeling graph at the same time value was below the average. As the calculations showed only 19-26% of the real small flashes cannot be
predicted by the model. For large fires, this number is similar 23-26%.
However, if the prediction accuracy is 3 days, the number of false peaks is less than
13% for all calculations (column 10). There are also no flashes of real fires that cannot be
predicted.
The predicted amplitude of peaks (a number of predicted fires flashes in a particular
day in the USA) can also be interesting. As shown in table (column 5), in the case of small fires
the amplitude is usually smaller on average by 5% than the actual number of flashes. If the prediction has to be done for 3 days, then the error in the amplitude is reduced to –4% to –2% (column 9). This means that the actual number of fires is 2-5% higher than predicted by the model.
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Table 4. Accuracy analysis of fires flashes prediction for ANFIS models
Explained
Average
Real Model by model
difference
Lag fires
fires fires flashes
in
flashes flashes in the same
amplitude
day
1

2

3

4

5

False
peaks in
the same
day
6

Explained
by model
False
Cannot
Average
fires
peaks
predict in
difference
flashes
with
the same
in ampliwith
3 days
day
tude
3 days
accuracy
accuracy
7

8

9

10

Small fires
0

207

189

73

35%

–4.6%

116 61% 48 23% 169 82%

–4.4%

20 11%

1

206

187

59

29%

–7.7%

128 68% 53 26% 170 83%

–3.4%

17

2

204

197

78

38%

–5.1%

119 60% 44 22% 178 87%

–3.4%

19 10%

3

202

185

78

39%

–5.1%

107 58% 41 20% 170 84%

–2.1%

15

4

202

180

65

32%

–1.2%

115 64% 42 21% 162 80%

–2.9%

18 10%

5

201

182

76

38%

6.7%

106 58% 38 19% 159 79%

–4.1%

23 13%

–6.2%

5

3%

9%
8%

Large fires
0

229

191

71

31%

11.6%

120 63% 55 24% 186 81%

1

229

210

82

2

226

194

75

36%

2.1%

128 61% 60 26% 210 93%

2.3%

0

0%

33%

–1.9%

119 61% 52 23% 194 86%

12.8%

0

0%

3

225

189

66

29%

–2.4%

123 65% 58 26% 188 88%

13.7%

1

1%

4

223

193

69

31%

33.1%

124 64% 56 25% 177 79%

3.2%

16

8%

5

222

197

71

32%

13.3%

126 64% 56 25% 189 85%

22.3%

8

4%

For large fires there is a different situation. In the case of the best prediction for
the time of flashes (lags 1 and 2) the slightest error in the amplitude of –2% to 2% (column 5) can be observed. For other lags the error in the amplitude increases up to 33%. In
the case of 3-day prediction the error in the amplitude is –6% to 22%. In particular, the
model predicts 12.8% of larger fires more (lag 2) than they will actually occur. For lag 1,
the error in the amplitude is only 2.3%.
To determine the degree of response of fire to the change of specific factors, a
sensitivity analysis was conducted. To do this the values of all input factors were fixed to
their averages (tab. 3) and the dependence of fire occurrence from sequential changes in each
factor has been analyzed. The results of this analysis are presented in fig. 4.
As it can be seen from the figures the dependence of the fire onset on input factors is
non-linear. In particular, small fires are more sensitive to the X1 factor (for lag 0). The dependence on the last factor has a quadratic form. When the activity of the X1 factor is increasing
from average value 0.008 to 0.5 a number of fires flashes is quickly increasing. The increase of
this factor from 0.5 to 1 leads to the decrease of flashes. It can be explained that never before
the so big increase of this factor alone without change of another factors have been observed.
The X2-X7 factors did not have an impact on small fires flashes. Completely different situation is
observed for lag 3, fig 4(c). The most powerful factor is X5 for 0-0.1 diapason. From 0.1 to 0.5
this factor does not affect fires flashes. After 0.5, the increase of this factor leads to a sharp increase of fires again. However, after 0.6 the most powerful factor becomes X4.
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of number of small (a) – lag 0, (c) – lag 3 and large (b) – lag 1, (d) – lag 4 forest
fires on Xi factors

A different situation is observed for large forest fires. The dependences for lags 1
and 4 are similar. As it can be seen from figs. 4(b) and (d), the most important impact factors
are: the dependence of a number of large fires on X1 and X3 is analogue as the one of small
fires on X1. The dependences on X5 have exponential form. It means that a number of large
fires is quickly increasing when X5 is bigger than 0.5 (only for lag 1).
Discussion and conclusions

We found evidence for the presence of non-linear relationships between the onset
of the forest fires and the solar activity. This gives the possibility to use non-linear methods
of soft computing for discovery and analysis of functional dependences between them. We
have studied predictive models which incorporate time lags up to 5 days, and found that
they are able to predict the occurrence of fires without causing unreasonable false positive
rates. This opens the possibility to predict when fires will occur and take steps to prevent
them. Based on the developed ANFIS models, a prognosis for small fires with a delay of
2 days has an accuracy of 87%, while the accuracy is 93% for large fires with a delay of one
day. This is true for the models forecast with 3 days accuracy. For the prognostication flashes in the same day, accuracy drops to 36-39% and the number of false peaks increases. Despite this, only 22% of fires flashes developed methods cannot be predicted. In all cases, the
accuracy of predicting the amplitude of the number of fires is better than 5%.
In contrast, it should be noted that in the understanding of this subject there are
certain weaknesses which are reflected in the results. For example, if the satellite measures
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the increased inflow of any parameter of the solar activity, this does not prove that the
charged particles will come into contact with the plant mass. Even if it could be proven in a
laboratory that they could cause the initial phase of the flame, it does not necessarily mean
that any sudden influx of particles would hit the USA territory. Additionally, when this occurs in conditions of increased humidity and/or cloudiness, the charged particles tend to not
reach the ground, because the moisture in the air acts as an absorbent [37].
Also, it is necessary to bear in mind that a certain time period is necessary from the
moment of the rapid increase of flow of particles in certain energy ranges to the moment of
registration of fire. This may explain relatively poor results of the prediction models that refer to the same day (lag 0). Though, in the case of accuracy of the models for fires that occur
on the same day when there is a sudden influx of particles, it ranges from 29-39%. In other
words, in certain conditions, it is possible that in one (same) day it comes to increased solar
activity and to detection of minor and/or larger fires. But as we note above, the dependence
on the lag is not very strong and requires further research.
On the other hand, the question is whether all small fires can be registered, especially
given the fact that large parts of the USA territory are uninhabited. In case of large fires, the
quality of the results is certainly burdened by the fact that at this moment we do not have reliable
information how many of them emerged by coalescence of small fires and how soon.
As it can be seen from fig. 2 and tab. 4, the results do not depend strongly on the lag.
The difference between the results of the research is within 10% depending on the lag. This
can be caused by several factors.
• Forest fires flashes across the USA are analyzed in the paper. The difference in climate and
atmospheric conditions, due to the large area, and at the same time in the plant world, leads
to different inertia in the processes of ignition. This, in its turn, lubricates lag dependence.
• Fires flashes depend on other factors than solar activity and they were not included in the
model; and in time series noise associated with fluctuations in climate, weather and other
stochastic factors may be present.
The results of analysis indicate that the solar activity in specific narrow energy range
(i. e. X1) may lead to an increase of a number of forest fires. Therefore, despite the complexity
of the analysis, the registration of all these factors enables to predict occurrence of forest fires
just the same or next few days after the solar activity. According to fig. 4 we can conclude
that X1 is the most influential factor for lag zero. The increasing intensity of X4 and X5 factors
lead to flashes of small fires with 3 days delays.
However, despite the relatively high values of prognostic ANFIS models, in order
that the hypothesis is accepted, it is necessary to carry out experimental laboratory research.
Prediction of place and time could be followed up in subsequent attempts. So far, the results
indicate the possibility of a notice of potential hazards in terms of the timeline of events,
while to assess the vulnerability of certain areas it is necessary to involve teams of different
professional orientations.
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Nomenclature
F large – number of new large fires
F small – number of new small fires

X1
X2

– flow of protons: >1 MeV
– flow of protons: >10 MeV
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X3 – flow of protons: >100 MeV
X4 – flow of electrons: >0.6 MeV
X5 – flow of electrons: >2 MeV

X6 – 10.7 cm solar flux, [sfu]
X7 – solar wind speed, [kms–1]
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